What is Fast Lock?
A patented interlocking design allows a user to make custom storage sized
solutions on the spot and in seconds. Each unit is 40 inches wide, 12 inches
deep, 6 inches tall and made of 100% recycled HDPE plastic.

Who is buying Fast Lock?
Over 250 hospitals & healthcare facilities nationwide including Cleveland Clinic,
OSU James, Johns Hopkins, UPMC, etc…

Where is Fast Lock being used?
Fast Lock benefits many departments including: Labs, Facilities, Housekeeping,
Janitorial, Food Service, Supply Storage, Equipment Storage, etc…

Why is Fast Lock a success?
Fast Lock’s ability to be an adaptable storage solution that complies with
government storage standards is one of the main reasons for its success in the
healthcare industry. Additional feature and benefits are explained in the following
slides.

Product Assembly
Assembly Instructions: Place one Fast Lock unit flat on the ground or surface.
Hold another Fast Lock unit beside and above the first unit so that the three slides
of the second Fast Lock unit are directly above the three pockets of the original
unit. In one motion, slide the second Fast Lock unit’s slides all the way into the
pockets of the original unit. You may need to push harder in the center of the
second unit at the end of the motion to fully lock the two units together. To extend
the pallet length, continue assembling units onto the assembly; first by sliding a
third Fast Lock unit into the second and then a fourth unit into the third unit,
continuing until the assembly has reached the desired length.

Step 1

Step 2

Product Disassembly
Disassembly Instructions: To disassemble the units, hold the two latches of the
last unit attached onto the assembly open, and then lift the unit up out of the
pockets of the next unit. Continue this action with each unit of the assembly until all
of the units are unattached.
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Product Features
9 MADE IN USA - proud to be manufactured in the USA
9 ADAPTABLE (Size) – adapts to your current
situation, space or load
9 CLEANABLE - all surfaces of the units are easily
cleanable and can help maintain a hygienic
workplace.

Adaptable Pallet
& Storage System

9 ERGONOMIC/SAFETY - the lightweight and
stackable units allow for easy movement;
and the plastic material makes handling
easy.
9 LIGHTWEIGHT – each unit only weighs 5.8lbs.

9 SPACE SAVING - units store easily
before and after the job; giving you better
use of your space

9 GREEN – made of 100% recycled HDPE plastic

Product Features
9 VERSATILE (Usage) – the number of uses and
versatility of this product is only limited by the
user themselves.
9 FOOD/FREEZER SAFE - withstands
temperatures down to -36 degrees F and meets
FDA standards for non-direct food contact.
9 INTERNAL MOVEMENT– a perfect solution for
moving materials and supplies from one area or
department to another.
9 REUSABLE - units are interchangeable and can
be used job after job.

9 INDUSTRY STANDARDS - the product helps
companies meet standards for cleanliness and
infection control by keeping materials off the
ground.
9 DURABLE - patented interlocking
technology holds strong in any
situation.

9 EASE OF USE - simple locking system allows for
quick and trouble-free assembly of each
lightweight unit.
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